
1	Introduction
Understanding	the	phenomena	occurring	in	the	tool-chip	contact	area	is	a	key	for	improving	the	machining	process.	Tool	wear,	and	subsequently	tool	life,	are	notoriously	affected	by	the	thermomechanical	loads	occurring	in

this	zone.	However,	direct	experimental	assessment	of	the	conditions	in	the	tool-chip	contact	area	during	machining	presents	two	major	challenges:	(i)	the	small	dimensions	where	the	phenomena	are	occurring	and	(ii)	the	extreme

values	of	strain,	 strain-rate,	 temperature,	pressure	and	stress	reached.	Although	recently	Arrazola	et	al.	 (2015)	and	Lee	et	al.	 (2006)	have	provided	new	 insights	 for	experimental	assessment	of	 values	 for	 temperature	and	strain

respectively,	there	is	still	a	shortage	of	quantitative	experimental	data	available	for	the	other	parameters.	Variables	like	pressure	or	stress	are	inaccessible	by	the	existing	experimental	measurement	techniques.	This	fact	hampers	an

in-depth	analysis	of	what	happens	directly	at	the	tool-chip	contact	area.	There	has	been	a	substantial	effort	devoted	to	studies	aiming	to	understand	tool-chip	processes.	Jaspers	and	Dautzenberg	(2002)	described	non-linear	friction

effects	that	are	dependent	on	cutting	speed,	which	have	been	studied	by	Seker	et	al.	(2004)	by	varying	the	feed	rate.	Ben	Abdelali	et	al.	(2012)	pointed	out	the	existence	of	tribological	regimes	when	studying	the	contact	between	tool

and	workpiece	material.	Moreover,	 Rech	 et	 al.	 (2013)	 identified	 different	 regimes	 in	 the	 case	 of	 AISI	 1045,	 AISI	 4142,	 AISI	 304 L	 steels,	 leading	 to	 different	 scenarios	 in	 the	 chip-tool	 interaction,	 potentially	 leading	 to	 either

discontinuous	chip	formation	and	a	rough	workpiece	finish	at	low	cutting	speeds,	or	to	a	continuous	chip	and	smooth	finishing	at	high	speeds.	Besides	giving	a	clear	link	between	input	and	output	parameters	of	the	processes,	classical
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Abstract

In	depth	understanding	of	tool-chip	friction	behavior	is	a	significant	aspect	for	tool	wear	performance	in	steels.	In	the	present	work	attention	has	been	paid	to	the	strain	mode	of	the	chip	section	in	contact	with	the	rake

surface	of	the	tool,	and	its	influence	on	the	mechanics	of	material	removal.	There	is	a	multitude	of	evidence	for	the	existence	of	qualitatively	different	cutting	regimes	in	orthogonal	machining	of	annealed	AISI-1045 steel	with

uncoated	P15	carbide	cutting	tools	in	dry	conditions	at	cutting	speeds	between	5	and	200 m/min.	The	evaluation	of	chip	morphology	and	microstructure,	and	cutting	and	feed	forces,	revealed	an	abrupt	step-like	transition	at	a

cutting	speed	in	the	range	of	50-–60 m/min,	which	was	attributed	to	the	transition	from	built-up	edge	(BUE)	mode	developed	at	low	cutting	speed,	to	the	mode	at	which	the	chip	slides	directly	over	the	tool	surface.	These

qualitatively	distinct	mechanisms	of	 tool-chip	 interaction	are	determined	by	 two	different	microstructural	effects:	work	hardening	by	severe	plastic	deformation	and	microstructural	softening	by	dynamic	recrystallization

(DRX).	It	is	argued	that	the	onset	of	DRX	is	the	reason	for	further	instability	of	BUE	and	thus	is	the	main	cause	of	change	of	the	cutting	regime.
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macroscopic	 characterization	 techniques	were	 not	 able	 to	 disclose	 the	microscopic	mechanisms	 for	 the	 observed	 phenomena,	 and	 thus	 to	 gain	 a	 fundamental	 understanding	 of	 the	 processes	 underlying	 complex	manufacturing

processes.

To	face	the	above	challenges,	an	in-depth	study	of	the	chip	microstructure,	as	it	was	shown	by	Courbon	et	al.(2013),	could	be	a	solution.	Though	the	chip	is	considered	to	be	waste	in	the	machining	process,	it	stores	the	distinct

signatures	of	the	conditions	that	were	present	at	the	moment	of	cutting,	especially	in	the	secondary	shear	zone	(SSZ),	which	has	been	in	the	direct	contact	to	the	tool.

Several	authors	have	assessed	the	structure	of	SSZ	of	the	chips	at	the	microscopic	scale	after	machining	steels.	It	was	shown	that	the	crystal	structure	in	the	SSZ	of	the	chip	in	the	proximity	of	the	rake	surface	presents	a

particular	grain	shape	and	distribution.	Wallbank	(1979)	found	that	at	low	cutting	speed	the	material	is	refined,	laminated	and	hardened,	leading	to	depositions	at	the	tool	edge,	the	so	called	“built-up	edge”	(BUE)	phenomenon.	In

contrast,	at	higher	speed	(starting	from	50-	to	60 m/min)	these	depositions	disappear	and	the	chip	slides	directly	against	the	tool.	Courbon	et	al.	(2013)	pointed	out	that	in	that	case	the	grains	of	SSZ	are	refined	to	about	200 nm	and

tend	to	equiaxity	in	the	proximity	of	the	tool,	in	contrast	to	the	rest	of	the	chip.	Griffiths	(1987)	reported	about	white	layers	in	this	part	of	the	chip,	since	it	appears	as	a	bright	band	near	the	chip	surface	in	optical	images.	Pu	et	al.

(2015)	proposed	that	the	appearance	of	equiaxial	grains	in	SSZ	may	be	due	to	recrystallization	or	phase	transition,	and	this	recrystallization	in	turn	was	utilized	to	explain	softening	effects	appearing	in	the	material	during	high	speed

machining.	Jaspers	and	Dautzenberg	(2002)	pointed	out	that	these	phenomena	depend	on	the	cutting	speed	and	take	place	only	in	certain	chip	locations.	The	main	challenge	in	characterization	of	the	structure	of	material	in	SSZ	is	the

size	of	the	grains	often	going	below	100 nm.	This	makes	high	resolution	techniques	like	electron	microscopy	the	only	option	for	addressing	this	challenge.	Due	to	complexity	and	limited	availability	of	such	methods	for	the	metalworking

community,	structural	and	mechanical	characterization	works	have	been	separated	and	thus	an	important	link	between	the	structure,	material	properties	and	machining	conditions	has	not	yet	been	clearly	established.

In	 this	work	 a	 composite	 study	 is	 presented,	which	 includes	 characterization	 of	 the	 evolution	 of	microstructure	 in	 the	SSZ	with	 the	 cutting	 speed	 and	 its	 correlation	with	parameters	 of	 the	 cutting	process	 such	 as	 chip

morphology,	cutting	and	feed	forces,	chip/tool	temperature	and	tool-chip	contact	length.	In	agreement	with	previous	works	an	abrupt	transition	of	the	tool-tip	interaction	regime	at	~50 m/min	cutting	speed	is	observed	and	correlated	to

the	microstructure	evolution;	the	microscopic	nature	of	above	transition	is	discussed.

2	Experimental	procedure
2.1	Machining

Bars	of	AISI	1045	annealed	steel	with	58 mm	diameter	were	employed	in	this	study.	The	material	had	a	hardness	of	300HB,	a	mean	grain	size	of	7-–9 µm,	and	microstructure	of	75%	perlite	and	25%	ferrite.

Orthogonal	cutting	tests	were	performed	in	a	vertical	milling	machine	using	tubular	samples	that	were	65 mm	long,	58 mm	in	outer	diameter,	and	2 mm	in	thickness	with	a	15 mm	long	solid	base	for	clamping	(see	Fig.	1	for

schematics	of	the	set	up).	Tests	were	carried	out	in	dry	conditions	with	uncoated	P15	grade	carbide	cutting	tools,	reference	WIDIA	TPUN	160308	TTM	(rake	angle = 6	degrees	and	cutting	edge	radius = 40 μm).	The	feed	rate	was	kept

constant	to	0.2 mm/rev,	while	the	cutting	speed	was	varied:	5,	10,	25,	50,	75,	100	and	200 m/min.	Three	trials	of	every	experiment	were	carried	out	in	order	to	determine	repeatability.	A	fresh	cutting	edge	was	used	for	each	test	to

prevent	wear	effects.	For	every	cutting	experiment	feed	and	cutting	force,	tool	tip	temperature,	chip	morphology	and	thickness,	chip	microstructure	and	tool-chip	contact	length	were	monitored.	A	Kistler	9121	dynamometer	was	used

to	measure	the	cutting	and	feed	forces	at	a	sampling	rate	of	5000 Hz	and	a	300 Hz	cut-off	filter.	The	tool	and	tool	holder	were	mounted	on	the	dynamometer.	The	dynamometer	was	fixed	to	the	table	of	the	machine	as	well	as	the

infrared	camera	(upper	sketch).	In	the	same	way	as	Armendia	et	al.	(2010),	the	workpiece	was	clamped	to	the	machine	spindle,	which	provided	the	rotational	movement	and	vertical	feed.	While	the	tool	remained	fixed,	the	workpiece

turned	to	generate	the	chip	perpendicularly	to	the	camera	(bottom	sketch).



The	temperature	was	measured	by	a	FLIR	Titanium	550 M	infrared	camera	mounted	to	the	machine	table.	The	camera	was	equipped	with	a	macroscopic	lens	giving	a	spatial	resolution	of	1	pixel = 10 μm.	A	narrow-band	filter	in

the	IR	spectral	range	of	3.97-–4.01 μm	was	applied.	In	order	to	have	sufficient	data	to	evaluate	the	temperature	evolution	over	time,	it	is	necessary	to	have	a	high	acquisition	frame	rate	(fr).	However,	a	high	fr	 implies	reducing	the

camera	resolution	and	therefore	the	field	of	vision.	In	the	present	study	the	frame	rate	was	fr = 1000 Hz	which	allowed	thermographies	of	160 × 128	pixels	to	be	recorded.

To	prevent	a	nonlinear	detector	response,	the	integration	time	was	selected	depending	on	radiation	values	as	60,	100,	200,	300	and	150 μs	(without	filter	for	a	vc	 = 5 m/s).	The	cutting	time	for	each	test	was	5 s,	which	was	long

enough	to	ensure	a	temperature	steady	state	condition	and	short	enough	to	prevent	oxidation	on	the	tool	insert.	In	order	to	relate	the	camera	recorded	data	with	the	real	temperature	the	calibration	method	proposed	by	Soler	et	al.

(2018)	was	followed.	The	tool	temperature	was	measured	on	the	tool	ground	face	(see	Fig.	2a).	In	order	to	estimate	the	temperatures	on	the	mid-plane	of	the	rake	face	(see	Fig.	2b)	two	approximations	were	applied.	First,	based	on	the

experimental	procedure	developed	by	Soler	et	al.	(2015),	the	temperature	from	the	tool	side	was	interpolated	to	the	contact	initiation	section.	As	a	result,	the	effect	of	the	overhang	distance	(d	on	Fig.	2b)	was	corrected	from	d = 0.3 mm

to	d = 0 mm.	Secondly,	based	on	the	analysis	carried	out	by	Arrazola	et	al.	(2015),	the	previously	corrected	temperature	was	multiplied	by	a	ratio	to	take	into	account	the	increase	in	the	tool	temperature	from	the	contact	initiation	section

to	the	middle	section	due	to	the	friction	effects.	From	the	results	obtained	by	Arrazola	et	al.	2015	it	was	determined	that	there	was	a	temperature	increase	from	the	contact	initiation	section	to	the	mid-plane	of	the	rake	face	of	10%	for	a

cutting	speed	of	75 m/min	and	an	increase	of	25%	for	250 m/min	in	the	case	of	an	AISI-4140	steel.	According	to	those	published	results,	previously	corrected	experimental	temperatures	were	increased	by	10-25%	depending	on	the	cutting

condition.The	chip	thickness	was	measured	from	low	magnification	SEM	images	of	polished	chip	cross-sections.	Tool-chip	contact	length	was	measured	from	the	contact	marks	on	the	tool,	see	the	information	in	the	appendix	for	details.The	measurement

uncertainties	were	±	10 N	in	forces,	±	–25%	depending	on	the	cutting	condition.

Fig.	1	Experimental	set-up	for	orthogonal	cutting	tests.

alt-text:	Fig.	1

Fig.	2	a)	Schematic	view	of	tool	and	camera	for	infrared	photography	of	tool	side	face.	b)	Temperature	correction	from	tool	side	to	the	mid	plane	of	the	rake	face.

alt-text:	Fig.	2



The	chip	thickness	was	measured	from	low	magnification	SEM	images	of	polished	chip	cross-sections.	Tool-chip	contact	length	was	measured	from	the	contact	marks	on	the	tool,	see	the	information	in	the	appendix	for	details.

The	measurement	uncertainties	were	±10 N	in	forces,	±100 °C	in	tool	temperature, ± 0.02 mm	in	chip	thickness	and ± 	±0.02 mm	in	chip	thickness	and	±0.2 mm	in	tool	contact	length.

2.2	Modeling
A	model	set-up	 in	Abaqus/Explicit™	 (v6.14)	described	by	Arrazola	 et	 al.	 (2007)	was	employed	 to	obtain	quantitative	 information	of	cutting	and	 feed	 forces,	 temperatures	and	plastic	 strain.	Coupled	mechanical	and	 thermal

analysis	was	done	using	the	Arbitrary	Lagrangian	Eulerian	(ALE)	formulation.

Material	behavior	was	determined	by	a	Johnson-Cook	flow	stress	model.	The	parameters	of	the	constitutive	model	were	characterized	with	experimental	dynamic	compression	tests,	as	described	in	previous	work	of	Saez-de-

Buruaga	et	al.	(2017).

The	Coulomb	friction	law	governs	mechanical	aspects	at	the	tool-chip	interface	contact	in	sliding	regime.	The	friction	was	identified	as	being	dependent	on	the	sliding	velocity	between	tool	and	workpiece	based	on	the	work	of

Ben	Abdelali	et	al.	(2012)	and	Rech	et	al.	(2013).	The	values	of	friction	were	set	in	between	µ = 0.8-–0.55	for	sliding	velocities	in	the	range	of	10-–300 m/min.	Heat	transfer	was	allowed	at	the	tool	chip	contact	area	and	at	the	backside	of	the

tool.	Following	the	method	proposed	by	Saez-de-Buruaga	et	al.	(2017),	workpiece	material	and	tool	thermal	properties	were	characterized	as	functions	of	temperature.	Fig.	3	 illustrates	the	steady	state	temperature	distribution	in	the

chip,	based	on	the	conditions	detailed	above	for	the	case	of	cutting	at	75 m/min.	Note	the	particularly	refined	mesh	applied	in	the	tool	edge	contact	in	order	to	counteract	the	large	gradients	of	the	variables	analyzed	in	this	area.

In	order	to	reduce	the	computational	time,	the	mass	scaling	option	was	used,	which	basically	increases	material	density	in	a	controlled	manner	to	increase	a	stable-time	increment.	A	numerical	comparison	carried	out	to	verify

differences	when	using	this	option	showed	differences	lower	than	1%	in	the	most	relevant	variables	like	temperature,	cutting	forces	or	Von	Mises	stresses.	The	option	“variable	mass	scaling”	proposed	in	Abaqus/Explicit™	(v6.14)	was

set	up	so	as	the	lower	time	increment	attained	the	value	of	10-−9	s.	This	option	allowed	reducing	computational	time	by	more	than	10	times	as	it	was	shown	by	Arrazola	et	al.	(2007).

Entry	parameters	for	material,	contact	and	cutting	process	are	shown	in	Table	A2	of	the	appendix.

2.3	Sample	preparation	and	microscopy
A	sample	of	workpiece	material	was	diced	by	diamond	saw	and	the	surface	was	polished	with	diamond	lapping	films	and	an	aluminum	oxide	suspension.	A	final	chemical-mechanical	polishing	was	made	using	a	silica	polishing

suspension	(Struers	OPS	nondry).	In	order	to	prepare	the	chip	cross	sections,	chips	were	embedded	in	conductive	silver	epoxy	(Chemtronics	CW2400).	This	reduces	drift	and	sample	charging	in	the	electron	microscope	as	compared	to

a	standard	epoxy.	Then	the	embedded	chips	were	polished	using	the	same	procedure	as	for	the	workpiece	material.

Chip	surfaces	that	had	been	in	contact	with	the	tool	were	optically	examined	with	a	Leica	DM4000 M	microscope.	The	microstructure	of	the	workpiece	and	chip	was	studied	by	scanning	electron	microscopy	(SEM)	and	focused

ion	beam	(FIB)	techniques	using	a	DualBeam	SEM/FIB	instrument	(Helios	600	NanoLab,	FEI	Co.).	SEM	was	used	to	reveal	the	major	morphological	features	of	the	samples	like	the	shape	of	the	interface	surfaces	and	cracks.	The

crystallinity	of	 the	 samples,	 i.e.	 the	 size	and	 the	 shape	of	 crystallites,	was	 studied	as	by	Canovic	 et	 al.	 (2008)	 by	 exploiting	FIB	 imaging	utilizing	 channeling	 contrast.	 It	was	 found	 that	 the	 ion	beam	produces	 substantially	 higher

channeling	contrast	than	the	electron	beam,	yet	preserving	sufficient	resolution	at	low	beam	currents	(1.5-40	–40 pA).	5 kV	acceleration	voltage	for	electron	beam	and	30 kV	for	the	ion	beam	were	used.

Fig.	3	Temperature	distribution	obtained	in	FEM	for	Steel	1045	when	machining	at	75 m/min.

alt-text:	Fig.	3



The	electron	backscatter	diffraction	(EBSD)	technique	was	used	to	build	maps	of	the	crystallographic	orientation,	texture	and	kernel	average	misorientation.	For	this	analysis	a	ZEISS	Sigma	SEM	equipped	with	a	NordlysNano

EBSD	camera	from	Oxford	Instruments	was	used.	Scanning	was	performed	at	20 kV	acceleration	voltage	and	a	step	size	of	50 nm.	Subsequent	data	analysis	was	made	by	OIM	analysis	software.

3	Results
This	work	presents	 a	multi-approach	 study.	On	 the	 one	hand,	 the	material	was	 observed	before	 and	 after	machining	by	 optical	 and	 electron	microscopy.	On	 the	 other	 hand,	multiple	 characteristics	 and	parameters	were

measured	during	machining	experiments:	feed	force	(Ff),	cutting	force	(Fc)	and	chip	thickness	(t).	Fig.	4	gives	a	schematic	of	the	parameters	being	monitored	and	their	relation	to	the	particular	parts	of	experimental	setup.

The	analysis	of	the	chip	(Fig.	4a)	was	made	by	FIB	imaging.	The	same	technique	was	used	to	study	the	workpiece	microstructure	(Fig.	4b).	Chip	rake	surface	morphology	was	observed	by	optical	microscopy	(Fig.	4c).

The	typical	FIB	image	of	the	microstructure	of	a	workpiece	sample	before	machining	is	depicted	in	Fig.	4b.	Pearlite	colonies	cover	75	%	of	the	sample	area.	Most	of	the	colonies	are	constituted	of	lamellar	pearlite.	However,

around	25	%	of	pearlite	develops	some	degradation,	i.e.	lamellar	discontinuity	and	fragmentation.

Fig.	4a	shows	an	overview	FIB	image	of	the	cross-section	of	a	chip	machined	at	100 m/min.	The	surface	that	has	been	in	contact	with	the	tool	is	at	the	bottom	of	the	image.	A	characteristic	feature	of	the	structure	is	pronounced

shape	anisotropy,	with	the	long	axis	of	the	crystals	changing	direction	from	the	shear	angle	of	the	PSZ	to	angles	almost	parallel	to	the	surface	in	the	proximity	of	SSZ.	The	other	peculiar	structural	feature	is	the	existence	of	the	so

called	“white	layer”	 (the	name	coming	from	optical	 images	of	cross-sections)	–	 the	area	at	 the	tool-chip	contact	surface	where,	as	reported	by	Courbon	et	al.	 (2013),	crystallites	are	very	small	and	do	not	 show	pronounced	shape

anisotropy.	Hereafter,	this	area	will	studied,	as	it	is	particularly	this,	which	reflects	specific	thermomechanical	conditions	of	the	cutting	process	at	the	very	proximity	of	the	tool.	Fig.	4c	gives	an	example	of	an	optical	image	of	the	chip

surface	at	the	rake	side	of	the	chip	produced	at	100 m/min	cutting	speed.

3.1	Microscopy
Fig.	5	summarizes	morphological	and	structural	features	of	the	chips	obtained	at	different	cutting	velocities.	The	left	column	depicts	optical	images	of	the	bottom	chip	surface	that	has	been	in	contact	with	the	rake	surface

(corresponding	to	position	of	Fig.	4c).	There	are	two	different	morphologies	present:	at	50 m/min	and	above	the	chips	are	smooth	and	are	not	fragmented;	however,	at	cutting	speeds	of	25 m/min	and	below	the	chip	surface	develops

Fig.	4	In	the	middle	is	a	sketch	of	different	areas	and	parameters	of	the	chip	under	study.	(a)	Ion	image	of	the	chip	cross-section	when	machining	at	100 m/min.	Red	dashed	line	is	an	estimation	of	PSZ	-	SSZ	boundary.	(b)	Ion	image	of	the	workpiece	section.

(c)	Optical	image	of	the	chip	surface	sliding	against	tool	when	machining	at	100 m/min	(For	interpretation	of	the	references	to	colour	in	this	figure	legend,	the	reader	is	referred	to	the	web	version	of	this	article).

alt-text:	Fig.	4



cracks	perpendicular	to	the	direction	of	the	chip	movement.	In	the	middle	column	optical	images	of	the	cross-sections	reveal	a	typical	lamellar	structure	characteristic	for	the	PSZ.	The	lamellae	direction	is	changing	from	parallel	to	the

surface	at	the	tool-chip	interface	to	its	bulk	value,	which	is	specific	for	every	cutting	speed.

The	right	column	of	Fig.	5	depicts	FIB	images	of	the	chip	cross-section	of	the	area	in	the	proximity	of	the	rake	surface,	which	reveal	the	grain	distribution	down	to	sub-100	nanometer nm	size	in	the	SSZ	at	the	tool-chip	interface

(corresponding	to	the	position	of	Fig.	4a).	For	chips	cut	at	25 m/min	and	below	the	grains	in	this	region	develop	a	lamellae	type	structure	with	a	strong	shape	anisotropy.	In	the	vicinity	of	the	tool-chip	interface	the	lamellae	are	almost

parallel	to	the	surface.	Furthermore,	in	chips	machined	at	low	speed	the	features	directly	related	to	BUEs	can	be	observed.	Fig.	6	shows	a	complete	BUE,	which	was	detached	from	the	tool	tip	and	was	trapped	inside	the	chip	when

machining	at	5 m/min.	The	image	reveals	a	severely	deformed	microstructure	in	the	BUE	and	in	the	vicinity	of	the	tool.	It	is	notable	that	the	lamellae	structure	is	significantly	finer	inside	the	BUE	than	in	the	rest	of	the	chip.	Similar

signatures	of	BUE	were	present	also	at	10	and	25 m/min	cutting	speeds.	In	addition,	Fig.	6	demonstrates	a	change	in	the	cutting	geometry,	as	in	the	presence	of	BUE	the	chip	slides	against	a	nose	with	an	angle	of	20	degrees	instead	of

Fig.	5	Chips	made	by	cutting	with	a	feed	of	0.2 mm	and	cutting	speeds	from	5	to	200 m/min.	Left	column	-	images	of	the	chip	surface	sliding	against	the	tool	(location	of	Fig.	4c).	Middle	column	–	optical	images	of	the	complete	chip	cross-section.	Right	column	-	FIB	images	of	the	SSZ

area	(the	bottom	corresponds	to	the	chip	rake	surface)	(location	of	this	area	is	indicated	on	Fig.	4a).
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the	rake	angle	of	the	tool	of	6	degrees.

As	seen	from	Fig.	5,	at	the	speed	of	50 m/min	the	lamellae	start	to	lose	their	integrity,	breaking	apart	into	smaller	grains.	This	process	is	most	pronounced	close	to	the	rake	surface	where	almost	equiaxial	grains	are	visible,

while	deeper	into	the	chip	the	lamellar	structure	is	preserved.	At	the	higher	cutting	speeds	the	region	of	equiaxiality	extends	deeper	into	the	chip	to	about	10	micrometers µm	depth	(dependence	of	the	thickness	of	this	region	from	the

cutting	speed	is	plotted	at	Fig.	8).	It	is	notable	that	the	size	of	the	equiaxial	grains	increases	from	the	surface	to	the	depth	of	the	chip	from	sub-100 nm	to	a	few	hundred	nanometers	across.

Fig.	7	presents	the	data	obtained	by	the	analysis	of	EBSD	patterns.	The	upper	row	shows	color	coded	orientation	maps	of	SSZ	of	the	chips	cut	at	different	speeds.	These	maps	confirm	the	observations	made	by	FIB	channeling

contrast	–	starting	from	50 m/min	cutting	speed	a	layer	of	equiaxial	small	crystals	starts	to	develop	at	the	rake	surface	of	the	chip,	and	its	thickness	increases	with	growing	cutting	speed.	At	the	same	time	the	size	of	the	grains,	which

develop	equiaxiality	increases	with	growing	speed.	The	varying	distribution	of	grain	sizes	with	the	depth	below	the	rake	surface	is	also	visible.	The	black	color	in	the	proximity	of	the	rake	surface	at	200 m/min	cutting	speed	indicates

that	the	grain	sizes	in	this	region	are	below	the	resolution	limit	of	EBSD,	which	was	of	the	range	of	100 nm.

Fig.	6	BUE	attached	to	a	chip	machined	at	5 m/min	(tool	is	overlapped	on	image	for	clarification).
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Fig.	7	Crystallographic	orientation	study	by	EBSD	on	SSZ	(bottom	of	the	images	corresponds	to	chip-tool	contact	surface)	on	chips	cut	at	50,	100	and	200 m/min.	Top	row	shows	inverse	pole	figure	(IPF)	colored	maps.	The	middle	row	plots	the	pole	figures	(PF).	The	bottom	row

represents	the	kernel	average	misorientation	(KAM)	maps.
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The	polar	maps	in	the	middle	row	of	Fig.	7	result	from	the	statistical	analysis	of	orientation	maps	and	reflect	the	probability	to	find	particular	crystallographic	orientation	in	the	ensemble	of	crystals.	Clustering	of	the	points	on

these	plots	 indicate	 the	presence	of	preferential	orientations/texture.	As	 is	 seen	on	 the	middle	 row	of	Fig.	7	 the	pole	 figures	become	more	diffused	when	 the	cutting	 speed	grows	 from	50	 to	200 m/min	 reflecting	more	 stochastic

distribution	of	the	grains	orientation.	Thus	an	increase	in	cutting	speed	not	only	leads	to	disintegration	of	lamellae	to	small	crystals,	but	also	to	rotation	of	these	crystals	inside	the	matrix.	This	can	be	also	visually	detected	on	the

orientation	maps	at	the	top	row	of	Fig.	7	as	a	more	uniform	color	distribution	with	the	increase	of	cutting	speed.

The	bottom	row	of	Fig.	7	shows	the	outcome	of	kernel	average	misorientation	(KAM)	analysis	of	the	same	EBSD	data.	KAM	represents	the	distortions	of	orientation	inside	individual	grains,	correlated	by	Calcagnotto	et	al.	(2010)

Fig.	8	Cutting	force,	feed	force,	chip	thickness,	tool	temperature	in	chip-tool	contact,	and	equiaxial	grains	layer	thickness	experimentally	obtained	by	machining	steel	AISI	1045,	feed	0.2 mm	and	cutting	speed	from	5	to	200 m/min.	The	error	bars	reflect	the	standard	deviation	of

multiple	measurements.	Additionally	the	triangles	on	the	tool	temperature	plot	represent	temperature	values	obtained	in	simulation	(for	cutting	speed	200 m/min	and	above).
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to	the	density	of	geometrically	necessary	dislocations.	The	blue	color	on	the	KAM	maps	corresponds	to	relaxed	grains,	while	green	areas	depict	deformed	regions.	It	 is	seen	that	 lamellar	structure	is	still	present	at	50 m/min,	this

cutting	speed	preserves	many	more	dislocations	than	equiaxial	grains	obtained	between	100	and	200 m/min.	Thus,	the	process	of	lamellae	disintegration	leads	also	to	a	dissipation	of	stored	defects	and	a	relaxation	of	stored	strain

energy	created	upon	shear	deformation	of	SSZ.

As	a	summary	of	the	microstructural	study	it	can	be	concluded	that	the	processes	taking	place	at	the	tool-chip	contact	point	develop	different	surface	and	microstructural	morphologies	in	SSZ	for	chips	generated	below	and

above	50 m/min.	This	is	related	to	the	chip	surface	changing	from	cracked	discontinuous	to	smooth,	as	well	as	the	appearance	of	the	subsurface	area	with	an	equiaxial	crystallite	morphology	and	reduced	density	of	stored	defects.

3.2	Machining	output
In	 the	experiments	 the	 forces,	 tool	 temperature,	chip	 thickness	and	 tool-chip	contact	 length	were	measured	 for	each	cutting	speed.	The	data	obtained	 is	depicted	 in	Fig.	8	 except	 for	 the	 tool-chip	contact	 length,	which	 is

presented	in	the	appendix.	In-line	with	the	machining	output	data,	the	thickness	of	the	layer	with	equiaxial	grains	determined	from	FIB	images	is	also	plotted	on	Fig.	8	(see	appendix	for	the	method	of	measuring	this	thickness).

The	cutting	and	 feed	 forces,	along	with	 the	chip	 thickness	 show	a	general	decreasing	 trend	with	 increasing	cutting	speed.	However,	 this	 tendency	presents	a	 sharp	 transition.	Between	25	and	50 m/min	 the	cutting	 force

abruptly	increases	by	10	%,	recovering	the	decreasing	trend	further	on.	The	feed	force	also	has	a	transition	between	25	and	50 m/min.	Between	5	and	25 m/min	the	force	remains	constant,	and	at	50 m/min	it	increases	by	33	%.	From

50 m/min	onwards	it	monotonically	reduces	with	the	increase	of	cutting	speed.	The	values	of	chip	thickness	present	a	similar	feature	between	25	and	50 m/min	at	which	point	the	thickness	 increases	by	50	%.	From	50 m/min	onwards	 it	monotonically

reduces	with	the	increase	of	cutting	speed.	The	values	of	chip	thickness	present	a	similar	feature	between	25	and	50 m/min	at	which	point	the	thickness	increases	by	50%.	This	feature	coincides	with	the	onset	of	the	formation	of	a	layer	of	equiaxial

grains.	The	temperature	shows	a	monotonic	growth	without	features	reaching	about	550℃	at	50 m/min.

4	Discussion
4.1	Compliance	with	the	literature	data

The	trend	in	forces	and	chip	thickness	shown	above	is	consistent	with	the	transition	described	by	Childs	et	al.	(2000),	from	a	cutting	regime	where	the	chip	slides	against	the	BUE,	to	the	regime	where	the	chip	slides	directly

against	the	cutting	tool.	Confirmation	for	the	existence	of	BUE	at	low	cutting	speeds	is	found	in	a	detached	BUE	structure	trapped	in	the	chip	at	5 m/min	(Fig.	6).	The	abrupt	transition	observed	between	these	two	regimes	at	about

50 m/min·	is	in	a	good	agreement	with	the	results	of	Childs	et	al.	(2000).	However,	Kümmel	et	al.	(2014)	observed	a	gradual	reduction	of	BUE	size	at	higher	velocities	in	the	range	of	50	to	100 m/min,	which	may	be	related	to	a	very	small

feed	rate	used	 in	 that	 study,	 resulting	 in	 lower	 temperatures	at	 the	 tool.	A	simple	picture	 for	 the	 feature	 in	 the	behavior	of	macro-mechanical	parameters	observed	experimentally	has	been	provided	by	Childs	(2013),	where	 from

simulations	of	the	flow	velocities	in	the	chip	it	is	evident	that	the	BUE	acts	as	a	virtual	tool	tip,	effectually	increasing	the	rake	angle.	Thus	the	BUE,	shown	on	Fig.	6,	increases	the	effective	rake	angle	from	6	to	20	degrees	reducing	the

cutting	force	(Fc)	by	8%	and	the	feed	force	(Ff)	by	35%,	as	well	as	chip	thickness	by	40%.	Arrazola	(2003)	predicted	an	increase	of	approximately	1 (Please	delete	the	space	between	2	and	%)-2	%	and	5-–2	%	and	5–10	%	for	cut	and	feed	forces

respectively	for	every	1	degree °	of	decrease	of	 the	rake	angle.	For	our	case	 this	would	mean	an	expected	 increase	of	 forces	by	14 (Please	delete	 the	 space	between	28	and	%)-28	%	and	70-–28	%	and	70–140	%	 for	 cut	 and	 feed	 forces

respectively.	There	is	an	obvious	two	fold	discrepancy	between	expectations	and	observations.	In	the	same	way,	Childs	(2013)	has	reported	an	approximately	2-fold	discrepancy	of	experimental	and	simulated	values	for	force	increase

during	transition.	Both	estimations	of	Arrazola	(2003)	and	Childs	(2013)	took	into	account	the	change	in	temperature	softening	due	to	change	of	the	conditions	in	the	cutting	area,	though	this	seems	to	be	not	sufficient	to	explain	the

experimentally	observed	small	growth	of	forces.	There	should	exist	another	and	stronger	softening	mechanism,	which	switches	on	during	transition	and	results	in	a	substantial	reduction	of	friction.

The	structure	of	the	BUE	has	been	under	extensive	investigation	by	Kümmel	et	al.	 (2014)	and	Fig.	6	 is	consistent	with	their	results.	BUE	has	a	very	 fine	 lamellae	structure	with	the	 lamellae	thickness	down	to	100 nm	 scale

indicating	high	values	of	strain	in	this	region.	Due	to	the	strain	hardening	of	the	material	(which	may	reach	200	–	–300	%	according	to	Kümmel	et	al.	(2014))	the	BUE	is	harder	than	the	workpiece	and	the	rest	of	the	chip,	and	thus	can	act

as	an	effective	tool	tip	as	discussed	above.

On	the	other	side	of	the	transition,	i.e.	above	the	50 m/min	cutting	speed,	a	white	layer	under	the	rake	surface	of	the	chip,	which	is	microscopically	composed	of	equiaxial	grains	with	a	size	down	to	the	sub-100 nm	scale	and	a

random	crystallographic	orientation	is	observed.	This	is	consistent	with	results	of	Sakai	et	al.	(2014)	on	the	structure	of	white	layers	obtained	for	different	types	of	strain	loads	for	different	materials.	Landau	et	al.	(2016)	associated	the

genesis	of	this	sub-surface	region	with	high	strain,	high	strain	rate	and	elevated	temperature	in	localized	points	of	the	material.	The	origin	of	the	layer	was	controversially	discussed	in	terms	of	phase	transition	by	Subramanian	et	al.

(2002)	or	dynamical	recrystallization	(DRX)	Sakai	et	al.	(2014).	By	now	it	is	well	accepted	that	the	equiaxiality	and	random	orientation	of	sub-micrometer	crystallites	in	this	layer	is	achieved	via	rotational	DRX,	as	described	by	Perez-Prado

et	al.	(2001).	Based	on	that,	Meyers	et	al.	(2003)	suggested	that	DRX	may	take	place	at	a	notable	rate	already	at	the	half	melting	temperature	(in	Kelvin)	–	this	is	close	to	the	transition	temperature	observed	in	our	experiments	(see	Fig.	8).

4.2	Origin	of	the	BUE	to	non-BUE	transition



A	number	of	hypotheses	have	been	proposed	to	describe	the	transition	between	two	cutting	regimes.	Iwata	and	Ueda	(1980)	have	proposed	that	the	increase	of	temperature	avoids	cracks	necessary	to	form	the	BUE.	On	the	other

hand,	Childs	(2013)	suggested	that	over	the	blue-brittle	temperature	in	steels	the	BUE	cannot	be	sustained.	These	theories	utilize	the	effect	of	thermal	softening,	i.e.	gradual	reduction	of	the	strength	of	a	material	with	the	increasing

temperature	as	described	by	Campbell	and	Ferguson	(1970).	This	would	 lead	to	a	scenario	 in	which	the	secondary	shear	zone	gradually	becomes	softer	and	thus	 less	and	 less	able	 to	support	 the	BUE.	At	 the	same	time	tribological

experiments	of	Ben	Abdelali	et	al.	 (2012)	showed	that	 in	the	similar	cutting	speed	range	a	friction	coefficient	of	AISI	1045 steel	abruptly	decreases	more	than	twice.	In	a	 later	work	Ben	Abdelali	et	al.	 (2013)	 found	a	clear	correlation

between	tribological	measurements	and	the	appearance	of	the	white	layer.	Though	they	still	attributed	the	decrease	of	friction	to	thermal	softening	of	the	steel,	these	results	clearly	showed	that	the	observed	transition	corresponds	to	a

qualitative	change	of	the	friction	mechanism.	The	friction	at	low	speed	is	determined	by	plastic	deformation	in	the	contact	layer,	while	at	higher	velocities	plastic	deformation	is	accompanied	by	DRX	and	thus	dynamical	microstructural

softening.	The	later	overwhelms	the	effect	of	thermal	softening	according	to	Landau	et	al.	(2016),	leading	to	a	step-like	increase	of	ductility.	In	this	scenario,	the	temperature,	rather	than	acting	as	a	direct	softening	factor,	triggers	the

DRX	and	thus	dynamically	creates	a	soft	“lubricant”	layer	between	the	tool	and	the	workpiece.	Thus	DRX	is	a	missing	piece	of	a	puzzle	which	can	explain	the	discrepancy	between	observed	and	predicted	force	increase	after	transition

from	the	BUE	to	a	direct	sliding	mode.

In	this	study	the	same	mechanism	is	proposed	to	be	responsible	for	the	initiation	of	the	transition	between	BUE	and	non-BUE	regimes	in	orthogonal	cutting	experiments.	In	order	to	clarify	a	possible	contribution	of	DRX	in	the

change	of	cutting	regimes	the	conditions	for	the	DRX	onset	and	evolution	are	discussed	in	more	detail	below.

4.3	DRX	initialization	and	evolution	in	orthogonal	cutting
DRX	is	a	very	common	phenomenon	under	conditions	where	crystalline	materials	are	subjected	to	high	strains	at	high	strain	rates	and	elevated	temperatures.	It	has	been	argued	by	Hines	and	Hines	(1997),	that	DRX	taking	place

in	metals	during	high	speed	processing	(punching,	hot	rolling,	high	speed	cutting)	has	a	rotational	nature	as	opposed	to	migrational	recrystallization.	The	time	frames	for	the	latter	are	a	few	orders	of	magnitude	larger	than	for	the

former	and	there	is	simply	not	enough	time	for	substantial	boundary	migration	(governed	by	lattice	diffusion)	during	a	few	milliseconds,	which	is	a	typical	timescale	in	high	speed	processing;	for	instance	in	our	experiments	tool-chip

contact	time	at	5 m/min	is	approximately	33	milliseconds,	at	25 m/min	 -	7	milliseconds,	at	50 m/min	 -	3.4	millisecond ms,	at	25 m/min	−7 ms,	 at	 50 m/min	×3.4 msms,	at	25	m/min	 is	7	ms,	at	50	m/min	 is	3.4	ms (	Please	delete:	 "milliseconds,	 at	25 m/min	 -	7

milliseconds,	at	50 m/min	-	3.4	millisecond",	which	is	replaced	for	"ms,	at	25	m/min	is	7	ms,	at	50	m/min	is	3.4	ms"),	and	at	200 m/min	is	0.46	millisecond ms	(see	appendix	for	details	of	estimation	of	contact	time).	Rotational	recrystallization	in

turn	is	governed	by	boundary	diffusion,	which	according	to	Frost	and	Ashby	(1982)	is	much	faster	than	the	lattice	one	and	typically	has	an	activation	energy	twice	as	low.	To	describe	the	onset	of	DRX	in	orthogonal	cutting	a	simple	model

proposed	by	Meyers	et	al.	(2003)	for	rotational	DRX	will	be	used.	It	is	assumed	here	that	DRX	is	a	key	and	limiting	stage	in	the	process	of	material	softening,	i.e.	all	necessary	preliminary	steps,	like	dynamic	recovery,	take	place	before

DRX	onset	without	substantial	time	consumption.	This	is	a	reasonable	assumption	as	the	activation	energy	for	these	processes	presented	by	Kuo	and	Lin	(2007)	is	much	lower	than	the	one	measured	by	Sakai	et	al.	(2014)	for	DRX.	Meyers

et	al.	(2003)	have	described	the	rotation	angle	of	a	grain	boundary	during	rotational	DRX	as

where	f(θ)	 is	a	complex	function	of	rotation	angle	θ	only,	δD	 is	a	product	of	grain	boundary	thickness	and	grain	boundary	diffusion	coefficient,	γ	 is	the	surface	energy,	L	 is	 the	 length	of	 the	grain	face,	k	 is	a	Boltzmann	constant,	T

is	the	temperature	and	t	is	the	duration	of	the	process.	δD	is	defined	via	grain	boundary	mobility	δD0	as:

where	Q	is	an	activation	energy	for	grain	boundary	diffusion	and	R	is	a	gas	constant.

Though	parameter	L	in	Eq.	(1)	 is	not	exactly	the	grain	size,	 it	can	be	used	if	the	relative	comparison	is	made.	Resolving	Eq.	(1)	relative	to	L	and	combining	it	with	Eq.(2)	the	following	equation	is	obtained:(3)	 	(2)	 the	 following

equation	is	obtained:

which	describes	the	size	of	the	grains	accessible	to	rotational	DRX	at	particular	temperature	over	the	time	period	t.

The	parameters	used	 in	the	equations	above	for	α-Fe	are:	values	proposed	by	Frost	and	Ashby	(1982)	 for	 the	product	of	grain-boundary	mobility	and	thickness	δD0 = 1.1 × 10-12	  m3/s	and	activation	energy	 for	grain-boundary

diffusion	Q = 174 kJ/mol,	and	a	value	proposed	by	Schönecker	et	al.	(2015)	for	surface	energy	at	300 K	γ~	2.4 J/m2.

The	function	f(θ)	has	a	singularity	at	30º°	(at	complete	relaxation),	so	it	is	not	convenient	to	deal	with.	For	further	discussion	any	other	value	close	to	30º°	will	rather	be	used,	for	example	29º°,	and	DRX	evolution	for	different

(1)

(2)

(3)



size	of	the	crystallites	will	be	monitored.

Fig.	9	shows	the	plot	of	equation	(3)	for	f(29ºEq.	(3)	for	f(29°)	calculated	for	the	process	time	t	interpolated	from	experimental	data	(between	0.5	and	33 ms,	see	appendix	for	details).	The	function	has	a	smooth	onset	at	about	400℃

indicating	that	around	this	temperature	DRX	starts	for	the	smaller	sub-100 nm	grains	structurally	leading	to	equiaxial	nanocrystallites	with	random	orientation.	What	is	more	important,	according	to	Osovski	et	al.	(2012)	DRX	results	in

dynamical	softening	of	the	material,	which	undergo	recrystallization.	Figs.	4	and	5	show	that	at	low	cutting	speeds	the	finest	anisotropic/lamellae	crystals	are	found	in	SSZ	at	the	proximity	of	the	rake	surface	and	also	they	constitute	the

BUE.	So	the	onset	of	DRX	will	start	in	this	region,	making	it	softer	than	the	rest	of	the	material	and	thus	efficiently	preventing	the	formation	of	BUE.

With	 the	 increasing	cutting	 speed	 the	size	of	 the	crystallites	accessible	by	DRX	grows	exponentially,	which	should	 seemingly	 lead	 to	 recrystallization	of	 the	whole	chip.	However,	as	 is	evident	 from	 the	 top	 row	of	Fig.	 10

(numerical	values	obtained	from	the	FEM	simulations	described	in	chapter	2),	with	growing	cutting	speed	high	temperatures	become	more	and	more	localized	close	to	the	rake	surface	of	the	chip.	The	bottom	row	of	Fig.	10	represents

these	temperature	distributions	recalculated	in	accordance	to	Eq.	(3),	i.e.	it	represents	the	distributions	of	the	sizes	of	the	crystallites	accessible	to	rotational	DRX	at	different	cutting	speeds.	Simulation	for	25 m/min	was	done	assuming

chip	sliding	against	the	tool	without	accounting	for	formation	of	BUE.	As	is	seen	from	this	simulation,	if	the	chip	was	really	sliding	directly	against	the	tool,	the	crystallites	accessible	to	DRX	would	be	less	than	5 nm	in	size,	meaning

that	practically	DRX	does	not	take	place	at	this	cutting	speed;	on	the	contrary,	the	strain	hardening	develops	leading	to	the	formation	of	BUE	at	these	conditions.	Starting	from	50 m/min	DRX	acts	on	larger	and	larger	grains,	yet	staying

confined	in	10-–20 μm	rake	subsurface	region	even	at	highest	velocities.	This	observation	is	in	a	close	agreement	to	the	observed	saturation	of	the	equiaxial	layer	thickness	to	the	value	of	about	10-–15 μm	at	high	cutting	speeds	(Fig.	8).

Fig.	9	The	size	of	the	grains	accessible	to	rotational	DRX	(L	in	Eq.	(3))	vs	temperature.

alt-text:	Fig.	9



It	is	remarkable	that	the	grain	size	does	not	increase	in	the	proximity	of	the	contact	as	a	result	of	DRX	as	is	evident	from	Fig.	5	and	especially	from	Fig.	7.	This	gives	a	strong	argument	for	the	rotational	nature	of	DRX,	which

simply	converts	crystals	severely	elongated	due	to	the	shear	stress	into	equiaxial	grains	of	similar	dimensions.	Grain	boundary	migration,	which	would	be	responsible	for	the	grains	growth,	is	still	not	activated	at	these	temperatures	as

was	pointed	out	by	Capdevila	et	al.	(2003)	for	steel	and	Taheri	et	al.	(2005)	for	aluminum.

4.4	Combined	description	of	two	cutting	regimes
Thus,	the	role	and	evolution	of	DRX	in	orthogonal	dry	cutting	of	AISI	1045 steel	may	be	qualitatively	described	as	follows:	The	temperature	threshold	for	the	onset	of	rotational	DRX	separates	the	cutting	conditions	into	two

distinct	regimes.	Surprisingly,	this	threshold	is	very	well	described	by	the	simple	model	of	Meyers	et	al.	(2003)	for	rotational	DRX	utilizing	activation	energy	for	grain	boundary	diffusion.	If	cutting	conditions	(besides	the	cutting	speed

this	can	be	a	feed	rate,	which	was	not	studied	in	this	work)	are	so,	that	the	threshold	temperature	is	not	reached,	the	extreme	shear	stress	in	the	SSZ	leads	to	strain	hardening	of	the	rake	surface	of	the	chip,	which	sticks	to	the	surface

of	the	tool	and	promotes	the	growth	of	a	BUE.	The	BUE	then	acts	as	an	effective	tool	tip,	increasing	the	rake	angle	and	thus	decreasing	the	forces	acting	on	a	tool.	Instability	of	the	BUE	and	its	periodic	detachment	can	result	in	a

rough	surface	of	the	chip	(and	the	workpiece,	which	was	not	shown	in	this	work).

When	the	temperature	threshold	is	reached,	the	dynamic	softening	due	to	DRX	first	develops	at	the	very	proximity	of	the	contact	between	the	chip	and	the	tool,	thus	canceling	the	strain	hardening	and	preventing	the	formation

of	a	BUE.	As	is	seen	from	Fig.	10,	conditions	for	DRX	are	first	reached	not	directly	on	the	tip	itself,	but	at	some	distance	up	the	tool	rake	surface,	which	may	lead	to	a	gradual	decrease	of	the	BUE	size	with	cutting	speed	(as	was

observed	e.g.	by	Kümmel	et	al.	(2014)),	rather	than	to	an	abrupt	transition.	It	should	be	pointed	out,	that	even	at	the	highest	cutting	speed	studied	in	this	work	(200 m/min),	the	area	close	to	the	tool	tip	is	not	accessible	by	DRX	and	thus

the	tool	surface	is	always	in	contact	with	the	strain	hardened	material,	though	the	area	of	this	contact	decreases	at	higher	speed.

The	transition	from	BUE	mode	to	the	direct	sliding	of	the	chip	against	the	tool	surface	is	accompanied	by	a	decrease	of	the	effective	rake	angle	(in	our	case	from	20	to	6	degrees	as	was	discussed	in	sSection	4.1)	leading	to	the

stepwise	increase	of	cutting	forces	and	an	increase	of	chip	thickness.	With	a	further	increase	of	the	cutting	speed	the	thickness	of	the	soft	DRX	layer	(which	acts	as	a	lubricant)	increases	together	with	the	temperatures	at	the	SSZ,

leading	to	a	gradual	decrease	of	the	cutting	forces	and	chip	thickness.	The	thickness	of	DRX	layer	saturates	already	at	200 m/min	due	to	a	strong	localization	of	high	temperature	near	chip-tool	interface.	The	micro-nano-structure	of

Fig.	10	Upper	row	–	simulated	temperature	distribution	in	the	chip	for	different	cutting	speeds	assuming	a	direct	sliding	mode.	Lower	row	–	the	map	of	crystal	sizes	accessible	to	rotational	DRX	calculated	from	temperature	distributions	according	to	Eq.	(3).	The	scale	bar

corresponds	to	100 μm	for	all	images.	Note	a	different	color	codding	for	the	bottom	left	image.
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the	DRX	layer,	namely	preservation	of	the	size	of	the	crystallites	during	recrystallization,	gives	a	strong	argument	for	the	purely	rotational	nature	of	DRX	process.

5	Conclusions
The	area	of	the	secondary	shear	zone	that	develops	dynamic	recrystallizations	has	been	matter	of	a	multi-approach	analysis.	Morphological,	structural	and	mechanical	studies	have	been	elucidated.

Samples	of	AISI	1045 steel	were	studied	under	machining	at	cutting	speeds	between	5	and	200 m/min.	The	combination	of	several	information	sources,	from	the	machining	tests	to	the	ion	scanning	microscopy,	successfully

revealed	the	succession	of	events	that	drives	the	chip	flow	regime	at	mid-high	cutting	speeds.

• The	change	of	the	cutting	mode	at	a	speed	between	25	and	50 m/min	was	observed	for	the	orthogonal	dry	cutting	of	AISI	1045 steel	with	uncoated	P15	carbide	cutting	tools,	which	reflected	in	the	abrupt	change	of	cutting	forces,	chip	thickness

and	chip	microstructure.	According	to	the	concepts	existing	in	the	literature	this	change	was	attributed	to	a	transition	between	the	BUE	formation	mode	and	the	direct	sliding	mode.

• The	microstructure	observed	in	the	chips	produced	below	the	transition	speed	was	characteristic	for	cold	working,	and	showed	drastically	strained	lamellae	structure	in	the	SSZ.	Chips	produced	over	the	transition	speed	showed	the	presence	of

the	layer	of	equiaxial	grains	down	to	100 nm	size,	which	is	characteristic	for	the	DRX	process.	The	independence	of	the	grain	size	in	relation	to	the	cutting	speed	pointed	to	the	rotational	nature	of	the	DRX.

• It	was	proposed	that	it	is	a	temperature	onset	of	the	DRX	which	causes	the	transition	from	the	BUE	to	the	non-BUE	mode	and	described	a	complete	scenario	of	the	transition	between	the	two	modes.

• FE	simulations	reproduced	the	onset	and	further	evolution	of	the	DRX	layer,	demonstrating	that	the	onset	of	DRX	coincides	with	the	activation	of	the	grain	boundary	diffusion,	which	is	an	underlying	mechanism	for	rotational	recrystallization.

The	potential	of	the	complex	approach	including	systematic	microstructural	characterization	for	understanding	of	the	processes	taking	place	in	the	confined	space	and	at	the	extreme	conditions	during	orthogonal	cutting	was

demonstrated.	The	present	study	provides	new	insights	into	the	machining	process,	alluding	to	fundamental	microstructural	effects	to	explain	the	evolution	of	the	tool-chip	contact.	This	could	help	solving	tool-chip	friction	issues	in

future	simulations	and	practical	experiments.
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